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Biology
Plants

Plants Have Structure!
Learn about Robin Hill’s plant life!

Student Introduction
 � As well as enjoying the activities you 

can also find out about some of the plants 
that are growing at Robin Hill. You can:

 ü Label parts of a plant.
 ü Find out about the job of each 

part of the plant.
 ü Look at plants in different habitats.

PLANTS

1. Draw a line to join the name to that part of the plant. 
2. Draw another line to join the part of the plant to the job it does. 
       The first one has been done for you. 

Plant part Job it does

stem

leaf

root

flower

reproduction takes place

holds the plant in the 
ground and takes in 
water

water moves up the 
plant from the roots

this is where the plant 
makes it own food

TASK
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ON-SITE ACTIVITY



1. Look at a few different plants at the park.

2. Draw the parts of one flowering plant into the boxes 
below.

3. Make sure you include all of the detail.

4. Try to find out the name of the plant. There may be a label close by.

Robin Hill’s Plants
105051

flower

leaf

Name of plant:

__________________________

Name of plant:

__________________________
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Look carefully at the leaves on the trees.
 � Evergreen trees have thin leaves, called needles. 
 � This stops them being damaged by the winter winds.

Find a tree that looses its leaves in winter (deciduous).  Draw a diagram of the leaf in the box above.

Plants that grow in bright sunlight 
often have smaller leaves.   

Plants that grow in shade often 
have larger leaves.   

Choose a plant. Look at the leaves.
1. Draw a leaf. 
2. Label your drawing to say if the plant was growing in strong sunlight or in the shade.

Evergreen leaf Deciduous leaf


